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Introduction: As development and test programs
for suborbital aerospace systems mature, selective
placement and use of onboard video systems promises
to enhance overall situational awareness and flight
documentation, and ultimately the effectiveness of
suborbital research conducted during such flights.
Such video content also will be an essential aspect of
telling the next-generation suborbital research story.
Motivation: Capturing activities and events onboard human-rated aerospace systems has been
integral to the civil U.S. human space program since
the Mercury launches, first using exclusively conventional film technologies and later film and video. This
practice continues to this day on Shuttle and International Space Station.
Video systems first developed in the early and mid1990s to provide onboard views for various uncrewed
U.S. launch systems (Pegasus, Atlas, and Titan IV)
were eventually adapted for use on Shuttle External
Tank during its (suborbital) ascent phase, with the first
launch in late 2002. No further Shuttle launches with
this onboard video system were firmly planned as of
early 2003, but the Columbia orbiter breakup during
reentry precipitated a series of decisions at NASA
which made such onboard video systems standard
equipment for providing enhanced onboard situational
awareness on all Shuttle launches, starting with the
Return-to-Flight launch in mid-2005.
Several
launches later, similar video views onboard each Solid
Rocket Booster became standard.
During the post-Columbia Shuttle hiatus, onboard
video systems captured multiple dramatic views (live
and recorded) of the pioneering, privately developed
SpaceShipOne/White Knight suborbital aerospace system as it captured the X-PRIZE. More recently, the
series of well-publicized and globally covered Falcon
rocket launches by SpaceX have highlighted the value
of onboard video views.
The experiences and lessons learned from these
three examples and others—those from Armadillo,
XCOR, Blue Origin, etc.—have provided most of the
recent impetus for treating such onboard video systems
not as discretionary capabilities, but required.
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Looking Ahead: Suborbital researchers and vehicle operators should contemplate the routine use of
onboard video during the flights to help document
their efforts and put the operations in context with the
various stories surrounding this emerging market segment. Examples for how such content can be applied
include:
Describing the Capability. What do the end-to-end
operations look like? How mature are the systems
involved? What’s the overall operational flow?
System Facilities. What do the spaceports look
like? What’s the overall logistical plan for vehicles,
equipment and people?
Research Accommodations. Where would the
R&D equipment be integrated? What would be viewable before, during and after the flight? How does the
human-in-the-loop factor influence things? What is
available real-time vs. later? What about training?
Roles and Responsibilities. Who is involved endto-end with each flight? What are their responsibilities? Who’s doing what when?
Selling the Message. How is overall technical maturity and safety being addressed? What stories are
being told for stakeholders? Customers? Investors?
Media? Families?
Current Projects: Examples of how onboard video is being employed to enhance the visibility of suborbital vehicles and related research will be discussed,
using in particular Virgin Galactic’s ongoing development and test program as a case study for consideration. The current state of technology and important
trends will also be addressed.

